Palindromes in proteins.
Palindromes in DNA consist of nucleotides sequences that read the same from the 5'-end to the 3'-end, and its double helix is related by twofold axis. They occur in genomes of all organisms and have various functions. For example, restriction enzymes often recognize palindromic sequences of DNA. Palindromes in telomeres are crucial for initiation of replication. One can ask the questions, Do palindromes occur in protein, and if so, what function they play? We have searched the protein SWISSPROT database for palindromic sequences. A great number (26%) of different protein palindromes were found. One example of such protein is systemin, an 18-amino-acid-long peptide. It contains palindrome in its beta-sheet domain that interacts with palindromic fragment of DNA. The other palindrome containing protein is cellular human tumor suppressor p53. Oligonucleotide LTI-ITL has been observed in the crystal structure and is located close to a DNA recognizing domain. As the number of possible palindromic sequences of a given length is far much greater for proteins (20N) than for nucleic acids (4N), the study on their role seems to be an exciting challenge. Our results have clearly showed that palindromes are frequently occurring motives in proteins. Moreover, even very few examples that we have examined so far indicate the importance of further studies on protein palindromes.